
KHANNUR VIDYANIKETHAN SCHOOL, RANEBENNUR 
MID TERM EXAAMINATION OCTOBER 2020 

Grade: IV  Subject: ENGLISH    Marks: 40 

 

(USE ENGLISH HW NOTEBOOK TO ANSWER)       
 

I) Write the meanings of:                         1X3=3 

1. Delicious  2. Fluffy  3. Cocoon    

      II) Write the opposites of:                          1X3=3 

1. Beautiful   2.Pure   3.Top      

     III) Write the plural forms of:                        1X3=3 

1 Child    2 Branch  3 Monkey      

     IV) Write the past forms of:                        1X4=4 

1. Cry    2.Echo  3.Protect   4.Finish  

      V) Fill in the blanks with words from the box:                     1X5=5 
 (Ordered, whined, exclaimed, offered, asked, wailed ) 

1) “ Nobody and nothing needs me “the mountain____ 
2) “I don’t like this food” I don’t want to eat it! Maya____ 
3) “Get me a glass of water,” the man ______rudely. 
4) “I can help you with your homework if you want,” Rajesh____ 
5) “What is the time” Grandfather_____ 

 
     VI) Write the correct answer:                          1X3=3 

1) The tiger entered the village because he_______ 
a) had lost his way  b) was looking for food c) was following the thief  

2) The thief was afraid of the ________ 
a) Persimmon  b) Grandmother  c) Tiger 

3) The Grandmother told the little boy that the _______ 
a) Tiger would eat him  b) Tiger would steal the Persimmon   
b) persimmon would frighten the tiger  
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   VII) Identify and write the underlined word in parts of speech:                1X4=4 

1) This is the book full of ideas.  

2) She is my neighbour.   

3) I wrote a beautiful poem. 

4) He grabbed the tiger’s tail. 

VIII) Imagine you are Suman/Sudha studying in Khannur Vidyanikethan School 

Ranebennur. Write a letter to your Principal to allow you to take part in the TV music 

competition to be held in Bangalore.                     1X5=5 

IX) Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions:                1X4=4 

 When I returned to my class, the teacher had already begun teaching physics. She 

asked me if I had brought my home work note book. I nodded my head, sure that I had 

brought my notebook. When I rummage into my bag I found that notebook was missing. 

Next day I handed over my homework notebook to the teacher with a lot of confidence. 

But when the teacher leafed through the pages she did not find my homework pages. I too 

was surprised because I had completed the work. It was then I realized that my sister had 

torn the pages from my homework note to make paper boats. 

1) What had happened when the narrator returned to class? 

2) What does the teacher ask the narrator? 

3) How the narrator did answered teacher? 

4) What happened to homework sheet? 

X) Answer the following questions.        1X6=6 

   1) Where did the clouds go in summer? 

   2) Where did the butterfly come from? 

3) Who were Dorothy’s companions? Where were they going? 

4) How did the animals share the mangoes? 

5) Did the man obey the tree god? Why? 

6) Why did the mountain stop crying? 

***** 

SUBMIT THIS ANSWER NOTE BOOK TO GRADE BUILDING ON THE 
LAST DAY OF YOUR MID TERM EXAM 


